Life Without Kids - Book Two: Powerful stories from the 1 in 5 women
who never have kids

Why dont you have kids? There are many
answers to this question. This is the
second title in the popular Life Without
Kids series which tells the true stories of
women living a Life Without Kids; from
women struggling with infertility to
women who simply never wanted kids;
from gay couples, to women who would
love to start a family but have not met the
right person yet; from women wrestling
with the to have kids, or not decision, to
women who have had that choice taken
from them each womens truth, in her own
words,
can
spark
meaningful
conversations,
create
life-affirming
connections with others, and inspire
self-acceptance, understanding and hope.
These stories also help other people
understand some of the often complex
dynamics around not having kids, and open
up conversations about how having kids is
simply not the be-all-and-end-all for many
women.
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